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Excellent presentations and coordinator
Kindly do not keep till 7pm and all sir, Getting exhausted
The lectures are very helpful, the learning is better with a case based approach. More case
discussions would be helpful
Sessions could be made more interactive especially after lunch
Very good lecture, Learned many things, very valuable
Some topics are purely pathological, Well programmed CME, Thanks
Few sessions were too faster. Very long session. Kindly provide the water in the hall
Lab evaluation of bleeding disorder, please increase the session time.
Overall good presentation, very useful
Need many CME programs with case discussions
Thank you CMC for each interactive teaching session. Happy to be part of CME
Some power points were not available for downloading
Laboratory evaluation of bleeding disorder would have been little session
Well understood basic concepts
Very much inspired after some talks. Thank you very much for the whole team
Slides can be explained in little more elaborative manner
Lab evaluation of bleeding disorder very fast. Make it confused
More clinical oriented explanation could be done
The coagulation disorder could have been session more time.
Excellent programme, Keep it up
Case discussion and hemocytomorphometry was excellent
Giving the slides in PPT as educational material was good. We could focus on whatever
in being told rather than take notes. Past found a few to be different
Sessions are good, but back to back lectures are exhausting
It is a very well organised CMC program, It is very useful to me and I learned many new
concepts
Kindly provide PDFs of all presentations in the education material including the cases.
Some were missing
Pleases put some clinical cases and discuss based on that.
First day first session should always have a break for refreshment
A truly inspiring academic part. Keep it up the excellent work
Kindly give 5 to 10 mins break after every session
A few length session should have been shifted to next day
Session on bleeding disorder was really informative but I would like to have that
presentation as study material for better understanding
Please increase the number of PG strength so that some more benefited
Case discussion could have been more interesting
Kindly discuss concepts related to therapy of Leukemia like mechanism of action of
chemotherapy agents
Good CME. Nothing to more. Updates about the latest drugs must be added.
Make more case presentations (Clinical Scenarios). While doing slide presentation
Discussion of topics well nice. All laboratory tour programs were very useful when we
are compared to some new techniques probably when we used in book only. Time
maintenance & arrangement of lunch is also nice





























Tour Session - especially cytogenetics consisted of a long lecture, most of which was
difficult to understand. It would be easier to explain as they show us the lab & procedure.
Tour of laboratory could have more explaining the functioning of the machines rather
than being theoretical again.
Majority of lectures are very speedy. Difficult to grasp certain aspects.
Kindly discuss HLA Matching
As this involves both Non Clinical / Clinical branches. As we are clinicians we find
difficulty with pathology slides, so kindly please give introduction to normal morphology.
Spending 10 - 15 min before or class starts so that we too can follow
Amazing effort!!! The case discussion was really great and the session on Dx of
Lymphoma was great!!!. One request : Please upload all the PPTs!
Really nice Session. Liked the case discussion a lot. Keep it up!!!
Tour of the laboratories was very helpful. Especially for the pathology PGs. Kindly
upload all the ppts. On the website as many of them are not available.
Provide more time for lab visit and for hospital tour.
Pathology discussion topics were little difficult to understand, Treatment regimen in
difficult malignancy can be elaborated and taught
During the quiz, please put up the time on slide as show. More of pathology session
today.
It would be nice if you could discuss the answers for the questions asked in quiz
Quiz could have been placed during the latter half of the day. When a/f mind.
Lab tour very useful to know about test & its Significance.
Truly speaking not interested in hematology till yesterday, after the classes I am inspired
to take hematology in my future, thank you for your great work.
Some laboratory practice sessions be very helpful
The tour of the lab was a crowded couldn't really hear what the presentation was
explaining. Maybe it could have been in smaller groups (eg: 2 groups were merged in
certain lab)
The lower half of the slides projected are not visible at the middle & back rows.
Otherwise all the programs are valuable & education.
Sessions were elaborative & useful.
Thank you for the education materials. Kindly add pdf's for a. Evaluation for bleeding
disorders by Dr.Thulasi and b. hemocytomorphometry
PCR and Flow Cytometry lab tour could have been made better. Case discussion was
very good
Good learned & real hematology concepts. Kindly request you to reduce the 1st day topic
as it was really tired for a lot of in after travelling to get and concentrate on all the topics
fully in the 1st day. Otherwise everything was A1.
Thank you for taking for spill over room
In the tour of laboratories, the flow cytometry discussion part can be improved. The
explanation of concept was not clear
Topics was rushed thorough - so much volume of information. Either you can increase
the duration of CME for 3 - 4 days or encourage learning the educational material sent
prior to the CME. Kind of pre CME test can be kept
Well organised CME Program. It was very helpful. I feel pathology is covered more than
clinical medicines
Management and diagnosis can itself be a case discussion on long lectures. As it is very
difficult to listen. And it stands in mind, if case based discussion.






























Well Co-ordinated session. Please provide case discussion scenarios in present
Case discussion and laboratory is very informative
Overall an excellent impression. A few move animated slides could be incorporated to
explain basic concepts.
Kindly make the Lymphoma - Leukemia. Classes more Clinical discussion based
Very useful, academic feasts in haematology topics - especially the case discussions. May
discuss more questions if time persists
Diagnosis of Lymphoma topic was very fast, we were not able to follow, and Case may
be discussed after finishing of every session.
Kindly arrange more clinical case presentation, which could be shifted to morning
session. Separate class for pathologist & medicine interns
I would request to make the presentation bigger picture, algorithm-based and avoiding
tiny details.
We would really be benefited if we have postings in clinical hematology so that we would
really know the holistic approach of a hemat patient.
Very helpful. Especially for post graduates who are not exposed to recent advances in
technology
Excellent, Little more advertisement is required about the CME as people in the North
East India have no idea that such a CME is Organised every year
Clinical management should be concentrated
Nicely organised CME overall
Please consider clinical hematology postings for pathology register so we get exposed to
the clinical side and my opt for hematology as a carrier option
clinical aspects were covered too fast
Thank you so much for the arranging CME has helped to clear all my doubts and given an
idea to approach. Thank you all
Not much useful for medicine PGs
Than you CME for such interactive session. Many new clinical aspects of hematology,
Laboratory aspects which many I have seen first time, Most importantly discipline of
timing which was followed
Pathology and medicine PGs can be deals separately. So that they acquire more
knowledge on their subjects
Please upload all the PPT presentation on the website, Well organised CME
All sessions are very useful. Thanks a lot for wonderful teaching
More pathology topics should have been covered
Kindly give more concentration on Rx of topics
Increase the number of CME Days, Good work by CMC, Credit to hematology Crew
Groups are large to accommodate all
To extend the time of presentations session of more, for example blood and blood
products which is clinically more relevant in primary care setups
After this CME, I came to know, basic concepts some lab tests for Bleeding disorders and
Hemocytomorphometry
Extraordinary program, well organised, well satisfied, have never attained such a CME
before. Kindly distribute the 2nd day topics like Lymphoma, Leukemia etc., All the
important topics for clinical seems to be grounded in the end day of the CME and we find
it difficult to follow the entire topics due to its huge volume and less time for
presentations. Thanking you for this Wonderful CME.

